MEMBERSHIP
Recruiting

Join Us at THE TABLE

We have 176000 advocates for AMVETS.

Through our chain of command we will be able to reach each one of our
members. Ask them to make a personal commitment to get 1 new
member by the end of the year. Show the strength of our chain.

I ______________make a personal commitment to recruit
one new member by the end of the year. If I don’t, I will join
the Bite the Bullet Club and bring in a new member by
paying his first years dues. It will be my Christmas gift to
him or her. It will be my Christmas gift to AMVETS.

Recruiting Cards

We have 25 images available. You can download the images
here. Email it or copy it to a thumb drive. Take the image to a
copy center like staples and for $20 get 200 custom cards.
When you are at the copy center tell them what you want on
the back of the card. Here are a few examples.

Join AMVETS Post 13 call Bill for help at 301‐683‐4020
To join AMVETS as a Member at Large (MAL) go to www.amvets.org
and click on join. Questions? call 877‐726‐8387

Thanks for your service in Afghanistan. Please accept a token
POST 33’s appreciation: A one year membership in AMVETS.
Call 410‐562‐6279 to redeem this special gift.
Veterans helping veterans! You might be ready to help to call
555‐222‐4444 to Join AMVETS of Oklahoma

Call to Arms

Give each member of your post a pack of 5 cards. Send the
MALs a call to arms. We need their help. Re‐usable plastic
card holders are 10 for a dollar. To be a member of the 5:30
club you give five cards out in a 30 day period. If you are
diligent, in a year you may get a member. Proud soldiers have
stickers on their cars. I look for Veterans License plates, yellow
ribbons and support out troops stickers. I saw a picture of a
Stryker on the back of SUV yesterday. It’s hard to get a card
under a wiper blade at 65 mph. I leave a card in a patriot’s
door if I see them flying Old Glory on their home. Boots on the
ground is the only way to own the land.

Recruiting Pictures

Many Veterans are enjoying their Golden years in
retirement Communities. Donate a framed picture to
remind them of the camaraderie we share as soldiers.

These full sizes images can be reproduced on a copy machine
and put in a frame for a dollar. It will make a soldier feel
proud to see this image hanging on wall in his community
room. Ask if a veteran lives in this community and have a
hammer and nail in your car just in case.

Thanks for your service to America. Thanks for your service to
your fellow American Veterans. You are where the rubber
meets the road. You are the boots on the ground.

AMVETS are always at the ready!

